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Address Energes 
Perú, 49. Edificio Corona Center.  
modulos 17-28,  
41930 Bormujos (Sevilla)

Country Spain

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Through Energés we can advise you on the best solution to install in your photovoltaic plant. Energés consists of professional engineers that offer
personalized and comprehensive solutions to meet the needs of your project. We are prepared to analyze all the possible options, be it an installation
on the roof of a building, or in an isolated location, either with fixed or tracking designs. EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE. With Energés you can also
invest in a Solar Farm, a solar plant consisting of various smaller plants, owned by different entities, yet installed in the same location. This a special
solution which offers various operational and economic advantages.

Company Profile of Energes

A service of glassglobal.com, an affiliate of glassglobal group.
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